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Mueller Report Primer: things to look for; things to be
happy about; things to worry about. Not a thread about
what to expect in the report. More of a readers guide.

PRIMER 1: Don't fear redactions. As @LouiseMensch and @xtrixcyclex have said,

more redactions means more ongoing investigations and Grand juries. That's fine.

PRIMER 2: There are going to be wildly wrong press reports about everything. Most

press isn't qualified to evaluate the NATSEC or legal implications. Try

@SpicyFiIesredux @ericgarland and @20committee @lauferlaw

PRIMER 3: We could see arrests and unsealed indictments, with corresponding

aspect of SC Mueller's report remaining redacted to protect the accused's right to a

fair trial.

PRIMER 4: We could see no obvious LE activity and sealed parts of the report to

protect investigations that are not complete.

PRIMER 5: We could see a report very narrowly focused on 2016 on Trump

Campaign collusion with Russia and zero comment on the peripheral criminality.

PRIMER 6: A very narrowly tailored report could SEEM terrible. No comment on

Saudi Arabia or China or other crimes. Redacted info on Bannon/Kushner, etc. No

finding of direct coordination by US persons.

PRIMER 7: one way to evaluate report will be whether it discusses

WikiLeaks/Assange/bannon/stone. We KNOW parts of that are being prosecuted.

PRIMER 8: If WikiLeaks/stone is not discussed, the next question is whether the

report is silent because prosecution farmed out, or included and redacted.

PRIMER 9: Also interesting: what hints will we get that Barr is a black hat versus

some other color. I will be looking for language that unnecessarily helps Trump.

PRIMER 10: Barr's giving Trump support unnecessarily is what I worried about most

with the 1st Barr letter. I will be looking for similar spin.

PRIMER 10: Im also waiting to assess whether it seems Barr has disclosed as much as

possible without jeopardizing ongoing cases. He has promised to do so.

PRIMER 11: The main thing I want to see is whether it looks like Barr is operating

within the rule of law - I desperately hope so. If not, Mueller will testify accordingly.

PRIMER 12: things that would make me very hopeful: 1. discussion of use of

kompromat to force GOP compliance; 2. discussion of RU mob, spetznats bikers. 3.
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discussion of botnets to fake fundraise 4 Bernie Sanders Jill stein

Things that would scare me: 1 attacks on HRC or Dem congress 2 conclusory clearing

Trump with all else whitewashed. I'm not really worried about that though

Gotta go. I'll add some in a bit


